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during this session, we'll show you how to import a cad model from a native cad program into archicad, and how to align the model
to the correct relative position inside archicad. this makes it easy to insert the model into your archicad project and it will be

automatically aligned to your archicad canvas. i’ve been working on a couple of projects that utilize revit mep to design and build
mep and dfm parts for a new client. in each case, the client’s revit mep design files need to be converted to a functional revit part

file. the mep parts were created in archicad, and unfortunately, none of them are compliant with the revit mep standard. given that
archicad is based on the same authoring platform as revit mep, it would be nice if archicad could be used to generate revit mep

compliant parts, and it’s not too difficult to do. there is a market for this and the software is already out there, so it’s just a matter of
creating a small utility and releasing it as a free download. the title of the second course is “developing a 3d model in archicad”. in
the course, you will be taught to create an architectural model in archicad. you will be provided with an understanding of archicad
and its architecture that will allow you to design and develop a model in archicad. the course is composed of 20 classes which are

distributed over a period of 20 weeks. you will have access to the recorded sessions which are available for a lifetime. you will
receive the following learning benefits:1. you will receive the materials necessary to learn the subject2. you will be provided with
the learning methods and strategies that will allow you to learn the subject3. you will be given instructions on how to learn the

subject4. you will be provided with the tools necessary for successful learning5. you will be encouraged to ask questions and discuss
problems6. you will receive feedback on your work and the feedback will be provided in the form of the videos and messages from
your instructor and your peers7. you will have an opportunity to share your thoughts and ideas with your instructor and your peers
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this archicad user webinar features a
fascinating presentation from uk

architectural designer gary lawes of
jagged edge design ltd. gary has a

long and colorful background,
including running the uk office of
graphisoft in the early 2000's. he

was featured in my masters of
archicad summit, and together we

produced a course on practical,
parametric object making using

archicad gdl.gary is always pushing
the limits, and in his presentation he
shared some innovative ways he's
leveraging point cloud 3d survey

data inside archicad and directly in
twinmotion.he also showed us some

of his residential projects in the
english countryside that gracefully

provide modern additions in a classic
historic context. the following

plugins are available for archicad 16
only: procam - generate polygonal
surface models from live images.
mondrian - 3d parametric surface

modeling. twinmotion - an integrated
point cloud viewer. archicad 16 may
be just what you need to make your
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next project a reality. take
advantage of this amazing free
upgrade that's available now

through january 31st, 2017.thank
you for choosing archicad. you're

making an incredible product even
better. twinmotion (tm) is a free

plugin for archicad 16. it's not a full
featured viewer but it's pretty good.
it does however have a nice feature
that allows you to navigate the point

cloud in 3d by going through the
floor and ceiling. no other plugin
does this.we've been using it for

years. it's not a viewer, but it has a
pretty neat feature of looking

through the floor and ceiling. there
are some other nice features as well,

such as measuring the distance to
points, the ability to add points, set
elevations to ground level, and the
ability to merge points into a single

shape. it also can be a great starting
point for a full blown viewer, if you

need one.it can be downloaded from
the archicad site. you may need to
sign in to download it. it's free for

the time being. 5ec8ef588b
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